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SECURITY ANALYSIS -   

JULY 2022 

In July 2020, IFIMES from Ljubljana published one of a series of disinformative and inaccurate 

analyses regarding the elections in Croatia 

(https://www.ifimes.org/ba/istrazivanja/parlamentarni-izbori-u-hrvatskoj-2020-hrvatska-u-

jos-vecem-raskoraku-izmedu-proslosti-i-buducnosti/4605). We analysed the IFIMES analysis 

in detail (https://zagrebsecurityforum.com/analysis/id/3094) and showed that it is full of 

inaccuracies, untruths and prejudices. Certainly, one doesn’t expect this from an organization 

which presents itself as scientific and professional. In the meantime, this organization has 

published several other articles which are equally inaccurate, unobjective, opinionated and 

malicious in terms of goals that they wish to achieve. 

The last in a series of their quasi-scientific analyses was published on 21 July 2022 on the topic 

of planned changes to the electoral law in BIH and its harmonization with the judgments of 

international1 courts and courts of BIH. IFIMES begins this “analysis”, as well as others in 

which they purport to be the authors, with a note that only the most important and interesting 

parts are extracted from an extensive analysis (or rather, para-political hoaxes). We did not 

notice that these analyses were ever published in full. 

Neither this analysis, nor other works published there have an author's signature. In a way, this 

is understandable, because serious scientists would be ashamed to sign such a pamphlet full of 

misinformation. In order to avoid misunderstandings, at the very beginning we want to define 

the term disinformation, in order to more easily explain and prove why numerous statements 

written in the IFIMES analysis are actually disinformation: 

Deliberately distorted, incomplete and partially or completely incorrect 

information, the client and real author of which is hidden, whose goal is 

to induce the target audience, through influence on the cognitive level, 

to make decisions that cause harm to them, i.e. short-term and/or long-

term changes to their public knowledge corpus.2    

It is also necessary to repeat the theorems on disinformation in order to make it easier to 

understand the goals that disinformers want to achieve with such tricks: 

1st theorem: If the public (user) accepts disinformation as truth, then the 

disinformation is true in its consequences. 

 
1 such as the judgments of the European Court of Human Rights 
2 Gordan Akrap: Information strategies and operations in shaping public knowledge, University of Zagreb, 

doctoral dissertation, 2011, p. 86 

https://www.ifimes.org/ba/istrazivanja/parlamentarni-izbori-u-hrvatskoj-2020-hrvatska-u-jos-vecem-raskoraku-izmedu-proslosti-i-buducnosti/4605
https://www.ifimes.org/ba/istrazivanja/parlamentarni-izbori-u-hrvatskoj-2020-hrvatska-u-jos-vecem-raskoraku-izmedu-proslosti-i-buducnosti/4605
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2nd theorem: If the public (user) receives objective information as untrue, 

then the objective information is untrue (false) in its consequences.3 

From the above stated there comes the need to publicly present misinformation as such, identify 

its authors as well as the hidden intentions of the authors, because only in this way can modern 

societies and states effectively fight misinformation campaigns and prevent their possible 

negative impact. We will now single out a few key disinformation messages, point out their 

short-term and long-term objectives, identify the real senders of this disinformation, while 

taking care not to change the context of the written content and not to manipulate the sentences. 

 

1. "It has been more than a decade that the American administration left Bosnia and 

Herzegovina into the care of the EU, which more than obviously missed a historic 

opportunity to take the relevant steps towards a prosperous BIH. Not only did that not 

happen, but the EU today created an identical situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina as 

it did in the Ukraine before Russian invasion. The sequence of actions of EU officials 

towards BIH as seen so far points to a high corruption risk, as well other risks 

contingent upon a possible imposition of the Election Law in BIH." 

It is untrue that BIH has been abandoned by the US administration and left solely to the EU. 

Likewise, it is untrue that the US is not trying to do anything in order to solve the numerous 

and deep problems that burden the future of BIH and are directly related to the abuse of the 

electoral process by BIH Bosniak parties4 which are inspired by the Great Bosniak unitary 

politics. Let us just remember the many activities and solutions that Gabriel Escobar5 has tried 

to arrange in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but he has always encountered a wall of 

misunderstanding, ignoring and rejection by Bosniak politicians. He is still active in attempting 

to find solutions to these serious problems. On the other hand, the words used in this “analysis” 

aiming to accuse the EU, even for the Russian aggression against Ukraine, exceed all limits of 

realistic and objective assessment. The intention of the “authors” is to completely ignore the 

efforts of the EU, which, as we all know, are in line with the fundamental values on which the 

EU rests. Already in the first sentence of this “analysis” the question should be asked: are the 

authors of this analysis people who really want BIH to become part of the EU, or do they aim 

for EU accession only as an euphemism for the creation of a theocratic society, a Bosniak 

nation-state? On the other hand, it is necessary to draw a parallel with the involvement of the 

USA in stopping the war in Croatia and BIH. The activities of the USA at that time towards 

Bosniaks in Bosnia and Herzegovina was based on the desire of the US administration to show 

the Islamic world that the policy of the USA is not anti-Islamic, no matter what. In accordance 

 
3 Miroslav Tuđman: Programming the truth - discussion on the redistribution of social stocks of knowledge, 

HSN, Zagreb, 2012 
4 In accordance with the accepted proposal of his colleague Prof. Dr Ivica Lučić, in this paper we will use the 

names BIH Bosniaks, BIH Croats and BIH Serbs for the members of the three constitutive nations in BIH in 

order to fully and unequivocally determine their belonging to the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  
5 https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gabriel-escobar-intervju-bih/31547877.html, 

https://ba.n1info.com/vijesti/gabriel-escobar-stigao-u-sarajevo/  

https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gabriel-escobar-intervju-bih/31547877.html
https://ba.n1info.com/vijesti/gabriel-escobar-stigao-u-sarajevo/
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with this thesis, whatever Izetbegović and the Bosniaks of Bosnia and Herzegovina do, the USA 

will protect them (https://www.cia.gov/resources/publications/bosnia-intelligence-and-the-

clinton-presidency/)). Even the then representatives of the international community who 

negotiated with Izetbegović knew about his tendency toward fickleness and change of opinion6.  

The authors do not understand the fundamental system of principles, values and beliefs on 

which the EU rests, that is that conflicts should be de-escalated and resolved by the use and 

force of arguments in the form of diplomatic processes. These processes, in EU political 

philosophy, are never too time-consuming, as long as they prevent the escalation of crisis and 

its turning into riots, street violence and wars. If the authors, who supposedly live in the EU, 

do not understand, or maybe do not wish to understand this, obviously adhering to the tenet that 

the argument of strength is of a higher order than the strength of the argument, then such experts 

and politicians have no place in the community of peoples who resolve their issues through 

discussions, rather than scheming, fraud and violence. 

2. “The Dayton Accords cannot by itself bring about serious changes, as their ethnic basis 

(literally) protects the old political elites, led by warlords who became eternal 

politicians. Everything is reduced to ethnicity, namely the Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats 

along with a strong presence of crime and corruption. There is no place for young and 

advanced people in this formula. If the announcements about the imposition of the 

Electoral Law by the OHR ever come true in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the consequence 

will be the a lebanonization of the Electoral Law. Instead of Sunnis, Shiites and 

Christians as in the Lebanese case, we will have permanently cemented Bosniaks, Serbs 

and Croats in BiH.” 

Again, a section full of falsehoods. The truth is completely different. The Dayton Accords were 

reached, among other, thanks to a strong commitment of Croatia and the results of its armed, 

intelligence and diplomatic efforts, i.e. victory over the armed forces of the Serbs. If it weren’t 

for its successes on the battlefield, along from those in the field of diplomacy and intelligence, 

which were won with the help of allies, of course, the BIH Bosniaks would be reduced to less 

than ¼ of the BiH territory. Such a fate was intended for them by the Bosnian Serbs led by the 

SDS party, whose president and leader was Radovan Karadžić. Left to its own resources, the 

BIH army could not have carried out a single liberation operation. This brief sketch of events 

shows the absurdity of accusations against the international community, especially against the 

EU. For several years now, we witness a strong cooperation of the Greater-Bosniak party SDA 

with the Serbian party SDS, the very party that led the aggression against Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and whose policy was defeated by Croatia. This is visible in numerous examples 

of internal political processes in Bosnia and Herzegovina. We will point out the example when 

Dragan Mektić, one of the leading officials of the SDS, who in the function of the Minister of 

Security of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2019 falsely accused Croatia of supporting Islamist 

radicalization of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a slander arranged in close cooperation with Osman 

Mehmedagić, Alija Izetbegović’s bodyguard during the war and currently director of the 

 
6 More in the book: „The Road to Dayton – U.S. Diplomacy and the Bosnia Peace Process, May-December 

1995“ 

https://www.cia.gov/resources/publications/bosnia-intelligence-and-the-clinton-presidency/
https://www.cia.gov/resources/publications/bosnia-intelligence-and-the-clinton-presidency/
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Intelligence and Security Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a case on which there is 

published evidence7. Even today, the Greater-Bosniak SDA and the Great Serbian SDS are 

trying to oust from power Milorad Dodik’s SNSD, a party which did not participate in the 

Serbian aggression on BIH at all, but which is actually governed autocratically and has a strong 

national charge. These are truly strange and most interesting alliances formed around real 

political relations and affinities in BIH, which is why we should not be surprised by the 

connection between HDZ BIH and SNSD. From what has been shown, it follows that there 

really are radical political circles in BIH which are trying to radicalize the situation in order to 

expel from BIH all who are not BIH Bosniaks, who do not agree to their blackmailing and who 

do not see a future except one of conflict and intolerance. Therefore, a strong engagement of 

the international community is needed for the de-radicalization of the BIH society, with an 

emphasis on politicians acting from the position of Greater-Bosniak unitarianism and 

hegemony, and who only radicalize the society already marred by complex inter-ethnic 

relations with their narrative. 

The official data on the population of BIH (http://www.statistika.ba/?lang=en) do not speak of 

cementing national relations in favour of the so-called "civil" society nor in favour of "ethnic 

cleansing". Even a cursory review of the official data shows that the thesis of today’s ethnic 

cleansing is completely mistaken, but instead there is a trend of increasing the number of BH 

Bosniaks, and decreasing the number of BH Serbs and BH Croats in BIH. This trend is exploited 

by the Greater-Bosniak unitarians in order to impose own hegemony. The census data also point 

to another important determinant of BH society, namely that as many as 96.3% of the census 

population declare themselves to be members of one of the three constitutive nations. And the 

constitutionality of the peoples is not discussed or problematized in the democratic Europe. 

Especially not in the way that the Greater-Bosniak unitarians do it, which is through threats and 

force. One can and should, therefore, only discuss models for fulfilling this constitutional 

obligation, not its abolition. The problem of this type of Greater-Bosniak unitarian policy is that 

the size of a nation is considered to be the only and exclusive criterion for determining the level 

of influence and management of a society and state. Modern liberal democracies do not accept 

exclusivity as a fundamental, and especially not as a constructive principle, but reject it as an 

extremely anti-democratic totalitarian idea that does not aim at building prosperous societies. 

And apparently, with such an attitude one cannot move towards Euro-Atlantic integrations. 

The attitude that those who do not agree with me are against me and as such their rights must 

be revoked led in the 80s of the last century to the drafting of the famous SANU8 

Memorandum9,  and in the attempt to realize the provisions of the Memorandum in the politics 

of Slobodan Milošević and the bloody aggression of Yugoslavia and Serbia on Slovenia, 

Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina. Nowadays, this feature of politics is known as Putinism. 

Namely, Putinism denies the right of existence of the Ukrainian people, the Ukrainian state, 

 
7 https://www.maxportal.hr/vijesti/banjalucki-rtrs-razotkrio-aferu-ciji-je-cilj-bio-osramotiti-hrvatsku-

predsjednicu/ 
8 Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts 
9 https://www.helsinki.org.rs/serbian/doc/memorandum%20sanu.pdf 

http://www.statistika.ba/?lang=en
https://www.maxportal.hr/vijesti/banjalucki-rtrs-razotkrio-aferu-ciji-je-cilj-bio-osramotiti-hrvatsku-predsjednicu/
https://www.maxportal.hr/vijesti/banjalucki-rtrs-razotkrio-aferu-ciji-je-cilj-bio-osramotiti-hrvatsku-predsjednicu/
https://www.helsinki.org.rs/serbian/doc/memorandum%20sanu.pdf
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and seeks their assimilation for reasons which are essentially similar to the reasons used in 

public discourse by the Greater-Bosniak hegemonists. 

 

3. “A decreasing number of citizens in the Western Balkans support European integration 

and EU membership, so for instance in Serbia only 44% of citizens want their country's 

membership in the EU. The EU is becoming a possible new global focus of security 

problems due to its hypocritical and calculating attitude towards the Western Balkans.” 

Incorrect. The EU is not responsible for the low support of the Serbian public for Serbia's entry 

into the EU, but rather it is the Serbian government which is a notorious fence-sitter and which, 

just like the Greater-Bosniak unitarians, publicly speaks in favour of EU-integration, while on 

the other hand does everything to prevent it from happening . Why? Because they do not want 

to apply the system of values, principles and beliefs on which the EU is based to Serbia and 

BIH, as this would lead to their potential demise and loss of the ability to further abuse power. 

The second part of the statement represents a direct threat to the security of the EU, especially 

when uttered by those who are happy to use the language of threats and use the argument of 

power to justify their positions. Bakir Izetbegović was elected president of the SDA on the 

aforementioned platform.10 Do they mean by this that they will re-invigorate Islamist 

radicalism? Do they want to equate Islamist radicalism with Greater-Bosniak unitarianism? We 

know how close Alija Izetbegović and his closest associates were to Islamist radicals and 

proven terrorists while they were part of the BIH Army. This is just one more piece of evidence 

that speaks in favour of the need for the de-radicalization of the Greater-Bosniak politics. 

 

4. “In as many as five judgments of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 

Yugoslavia (ICTY), the judgement passed on the Republic of Croatia was that it had 

participated in the international armed conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina (aggression) 

and in the joint criminal enterprise (JCE) towards Bosnia and Herzegovina.” 

The aforementioned judgments, as well as numerous others from that court, should be read in 

detail and in full in order to be able to draw accurate conclusions. The statement from point 4 

is untrue because the ICTY never tried states (it had no mandate for that), and it established that 

the highest Croatian officials did not commit a criminal offense. Many judgements were passed 

at that court, which enable various conclusions in relation to all the conflicting parties. 

However, a clear historical fact remains: Croatia helped the BIH Bosniaks in every possible 

way, even when they threatened and attacked the BIH Croats. Without the Croatian Armed 

Forces, the Bosniaks of Bosnia and Herzegovina would be condemned to the less than ¼ of the 

 
10 Bosnia: Tihić and SDA, struggle for power; 17.1.2008, letter from the US Embassy available in the Public 

Library of Diplomacy, ID: 08Sarajevo100_a: "Tihić's medical and political problems raise concerns about the 

direction of the post-Tihić SDA. If Tihić resigns or is forced out, the SDA led by Izetbegović would almost 

certainly take a more nationalist stance that Haris Silajdžić and his Party for Bosnia and Herzegovina will compete 

with, and would probably result in a more radicalized Bosniak electorate." 
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BiH territory. This is recognized by the USA in the official documents mentioned above. 

Selectivity in the use of arguments is another indicator of targeted disinformation operations. 

5. “Today, High Representative Christian Schmidt and the OHR are doing something 

completely different compared to the time and mandate of Valentin Inzko, the former 

High Representative. Christian Schmidt has basically been working against the High 

Representative (OHR) from 2016.” 

In the practice of democratic countries, certain legal solutions, when they prove to be of poor 

quality and harmful in practice, are changed. In order to try to find better solutions. The process 

of their change is considered positive and beneficial for democracy, especially if it is in 

accordance with the accepted and already used procedures. In democratic countries, it is also 

considered that the deliberate ignoring and non-implementation of final court verdict is a 

reflection of undemocratic, hegemonistic and malicious behaviour towards those who need to 

benefit from changes in the legislative framework. In this case, it would be a return to the 

original foundations of the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina from Dayton, which were 

forcibly changed precisely by the former OHR. The errors found must be corrected. Especially 

when they have a basis in legally binding court decisions/verdicts at the national and 

international level. Their non-acceptance and ignoring is another proof that shows how much 

the Greater-Bosniak unitarianism cares about the EU accession as well about BIH itself as a 

legal and functional state union. 

 

6. “The analysts believe...” 

Several times in this pamphlet this statement is mentioned, and references are made to unnamed 

analysts. This is a typical practice and feature of those who have no real arguments, but refer 

to unnamed “analysts” to support their case. Of course, the arguments they use are no 

arguments, and can never pass as fact in serious written works. Behind such persuasive 

descriptions there is mirage aiming to show that there are significantly more people who think 

in the same or similar way than there actually are, which in further analysis is an attempt to 

fabricate a mentality of apparent power and strength of the arguments construed and clothed in 

supposed scientificity. 

 

7. “The High Commissioner must be aware that compromises made towards Čović and 

Dodik are also compromises towards Vladimir Putin and Russia, and that this creates 

a great risk of a renewed conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina.” 

It has already been shown and proven that if you cooperate with Karadzic's SDS, both publicly 

and secretly, as well as during the Serbian aggression on BIH, as shown  here 

https://www.academia.edu/66429155/Istina_o_Bosni_i_Hercegovini_Dokumenti_1991_1995

_Planovi_sporazumi_izjave_o_ustavnom_ustrojstvu_Bosne_i_Hercegovine_1991_1995_Trut

h_about_Bosnia_and_Herzegovina_Documents_1991_1995), which was and remains a solid 

pillar of Russian policy in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and if you accuse others without concrete 

https://www.academia.edu/66429155/Istina_o_Bosni_i_Hercegovini_Dokumenti_1991_1995_Planovi_sporazumi_izjave_o_ustavnom_ustrojstvu_Bosne_i_Hercegovine_1991_1995_Truth_about_Bosnia_and_Herzegovina_Documents_1991_1995
https://www.academia.edu/66429155/Istina_o_Bosni_i_Hercegovini_Dokumenti_1991_1995_Planovi_sporazumi_izjave_o_ustavnom_ustrojstvu_Bosne_i_Hercegovine_1991_1995_Truth_about_Bosnia_and_Herzegovina_Documents_1991_1995
https://www.academia.edu/66429155/Istina_o_Bosni_i_Hercegovini_Dokumenti_1991_1995_Planovi_sporazumi_izjave_o_ustavnom_ustrojstvu_Bosne_i_Hercegovine_1991_1995_Truth_about_Bosnia_and_Herzegovina_Documents_1991_1995
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evidence, that only speaks of those who make such accusations. It speaks also about their real 

intentions. The relationship between Russia and Turkey is not worth even writing about, just as 

the very close relationship of the two presidents, Putin and Erdogan themselves. It is known 

that Turkey was kicked out of the F-35 fighter jet development project, because of its preference 

for Russia and the purchase of Russian S-400 air defence systems despite requests from the US 

and NATO allies not to do so.11 

That the conflicts in BIH are encouraged only by the Greater-Bosniak unitarians is becoming 

evident from their public statements these days. It is only them who threaten with violence, 

even warlike actions, but when the OHR was threatened by the SNSD, then the reaction of the 

rule of law was immediately required (https://www.slobodna-

bosna.ba/vijest/246496/sda_je_odmah_reagovala_prijetnje_smrcu_christianu_schmidtu.html). 

Today, when the same person is threatened by BIH Bosniaks, those threats seem to be welcome 

(https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/izborni-zakon-u-bih-christian-schmidt-bakir-

izetbegovic-foto-20220725; https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/u-sarajevu-se-pred-

sjedistem-ureda-christiana-schmita-okupilo-2000-prosvjednika-pridruzili-se-i-istaknuti-

bosnjacki-politicari-20220725).  

 

8. “NATO does not want to send a membership invitation to BIH”  

It would be good if the Greater-Bosniak unitarians understood NATO’s reasons for not making 

a decision to invite Bosnia and Herzegovina to join the alliance. 

 

9. “The smooth-talk behaviour towards the hooligans of BiH and through the imposition 

of the Election Law is an introduction to the Ukrainian scenario, and it is high time that 

the USA and some EU states understand that Croatia and Hungary are Russian Trojan 

horses in the EU and NATO, even with the aim of provoking a conflict in BiH.” 

The Greater-Bosniak unitarians show that they are simply not ready to be part of the EU, nor 

do they want to be. The way they communicate, the words they use, their calls to violence, and 

the use of disinformation techniques show their inadequacy to handle this complex situation in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. And that is precisely because of their exclusivity and desire to 

forcefully impose a situation where only BIH Bosniaks can exist in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

So it should be only them who undertake all activities, democratic as well as non-democratic 

and  impose their will on others. We have no need to comment on the accusations that Croatia 

is a "Russian Trojan horse" in the EU. Ukraine's relationship with Croatia clearly speaks how 

things stand in this respect (https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/svijet/video-pogledajte-kako-je-izgledao-

emotivan-susret-plenkovica-i-zelenskog-hvala-vam-na-svemu-sto-cinite---723150.html). One 

only needs to follow the news. 

 
11 https://balkans.aljazeera.net/opinions/2021/5/6/iskljucivanje-iz-programa-f-35-turska-je-nedacu-pretvorila-u-

blagoslov 

https://www.slobodna-bosna.ba/vijest/246496/sda_je_odmah_reagovala_prijetnje_smrcu_christianu_schmidtu.html
https://www.slobodna-bosna.ba/vijest/246496/sda_je_odmah_reagovala_prijetnje_smrcu_christianu_schmidtu.html
https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/izborni-zakon-u-bih-christian-schmidt-bakir-izetbegovic-foto-20220725
https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/izborni-zakon-u-bih-christian-schmidt-bakir-izetbegovic-foto-20220725
https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/u-sarajevu-se-pred-sjedistem-ureda-christiana-schmita-okupilo-2000-prosvjednika-pridruzili-se-i-istaknuti-bosnjacki-politicari-20220725
https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/u-sarajevu-se-pred-sjedistem-ureda-christiana-schmita-okupilo-2000-prosvjednika-pridruzili-se-i-istaknuti-bosnjacki-politicari-20220725
https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/u-sarajevu-se-pred-sjedistem-ureda-christiana-schmita-okupilo-2000-prosvjednika-pridruzili-se-i-istaknuti-bosnjacki-politicari-20220725
https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/svijet/video-pogledajte-kako-je-izgledao-emotivan-susret-plenkovica-i-zelenskog-hvala-vam-na-svemu-sto-cinite---723150.html
https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/svijet/video-pogledajte-kako-je-izgledao-emotivan-susret-plenkovica-i-zelenskog-hvala-vam-na-svemu-sto-cinite---723150.html
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10. “… and not to follow the policy of former German Chancellor Angela Merkel and the 

policy of Russian influence …” 

Angela Merkel's policy cannot be evaluated realistically at this moment because there are many 

tendentious statements, such as these, that prevent it. Angela Merkel led the policy of a strong 

EU, which is based on cooperation and communication, on diplomatic and economic 

cooperation with the aim of creating a strong and capable EU. Croatia was not always satisfied 

with her policy either, but that does not mean that it is trying, as the pro-Russian interest circles 

want to portray it, to introduce additional divisions into the EU in accordance with their 

particular interests. 

 

11. “In the announced decision of the OHR on the amendments to the Election Law of BIH, 

the rights of one constituent people (Croats) on one part of the territory of the BIH 

Federation are strengthened, while the same people's rights are reduced on another 

part of the territory of the Federation. This is a discrimination against Croats in non-

Herzegovinian cantons, and against Bosniaks and Serbs in western Herzegovina. 

Therefore, the following question is justified: what about those who do not declare 

themselves as members of one of the constitutive nations? The High Commissioner 

would definitely introduce the legalization of war policies and the HDZ policy on 

territories in which the Croats are the majority, and the principle of proportionality or 

parity where they are a numerical minority.” 

When the authors of such a pamphlet start to worry about the rights of Croats in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, in the way they do, it causes ridicule and concern at the same time. Namely, the 

actual situation is exactly the opposite. Current framework guarantees the right of BIH Croats 

and BIH Serbs not to be outvoted by BIH Bosniaks through the mathematical distribution of a 

part of their own votes and the election of illegitimate representatives to various state bodies, 

as has been proven a number of times. Let's point to just one example (in addition to the example 

of the notorious Željko Komšić). There are 24 people living in the area of the Bosansko-

Podrinjska County who identify themselves as BH Croats. In the last elections for the House of 

Peoples of the Parliament of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Edin Fejzić was elected 

on the list of the Goražde Party, and received a total of 319 preferential votes. This result is 

13.3 times more than the total number of votes of Croats in that county. Edin Fejzić is not a 

legitimate representative of BIH Croats. However, he is not the only one who abused the current 

provisions of the electoral law, which is not an integral part of the Dayton Accords in the way 

they are applied today. Those laws were changed by the decision of the OHR, and the new OHR 

is trying to correct it. The problem lies in the fact that Bosniaks in Bosnia and Herzegovina do 

not want a democratic and free Bosnia and Herzegovina. Let's use a simple example to show 

the difference between the social determination in Croatia and the Greater-Bosniak unitarians 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina. At each parliamentary election, Croatia also elects eight members 

of national minorities living in Croatia to its composition. They are chosen in a special XII. 

constituency. The results of such a parliamentary election are presented on the following page: 

https://www.izbori.hr/site/UserDocsImages/479. The representatives from the Serbian minority 

https://www.izbori.hr/site/UserDocsImages/479
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in Croatia are elected with an average of about 8,000 votes, the representatives of the Italian 

minority with less than 900 votes and representatives from the ranks of minorities, where there 

are also BIH Bosniaks, are elected with slightly more than 1,700 votes. In the elections, it turned 

out that there were party lists that received several tens of thousands of votes in total, but due 

to the electoral thresholds for individual constituencies, they did not receive representatives. 

Let's imagine a situation where some of these parties agree to register for the next elections one 

of their member as a candidate on the lists for representatives of national minorities in Croatia. 

Considering the number of votes they have at the level of the whole of Croatia, they would 

certainly succeed in getting several, if not all eight of minority representatives. This kind of 

abuse and manipulation of the electoral process would be fully condemned by the Croatian 

public and would not be accepted because it would represent a violation of the rights that the 

constitution and the law give to others. The difference is precisely in this relationship: cheating 

and abuse of electoral legislation, where the majority constituent people abuse the subsequently 

defined electoral law to the detriment of other constituent peoples, is accepted and interpreted 

as a necessity by the majority people. This directly undermines the constitution, the 

constitutional order and the future of BIH as a society and a state. Because of such malicious 

activities, Bosnia and Herzegovina is still a dysfunctional state and will remain so as long as 

there are aspirations for its radicalization and majorization of one people in relation to others. 

It should be clearly emphasized that Croats in BIH are not a minority but a constituent people, 

equal in all rights to BIH Serbs and BIH Bosniaks. Another issue is that the Greater-Bosniak 

unitarians want to reduce BIH Croats, as well as BIH Serbs, to the status of a national minority. 

And this is one of the key issues on which no consensus can be reached because the Greater- 

Bosniak unitarians do not uphold their commitment to the signed international documents, but 

prefer instead to pursue a policy of deepening divisions in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

 

12. “The announced decision of the OHR on changes to the electoral law deepens the ethnic 

divisions in the country and increases discrimination through the further strengthening 

of the institute of constituent nations and the so-called legitimate representation, 

regardless of its other aspects, such as removing blockages in the implementation of 

election results.” 

This decision prevents the further imposition of national divisions and the denial of the rights 

of other constituent and equal peoples in BIH and reduces the level of proven abuse of the 

electoral democratic processes, which is reduced to Greater-Bosniak unitarism under the slogan 

of struggle for a civil state. It boils down to the unitarism that aspired to the creation of Greater 

Serbia and the unitarism that started the process of the bloody disintegration of Yugoslavia. As 

history has proven, this brand of unitarianism is harmful and fatal for its holders and promoters. 

Legitimacy as a concept is not a so-called concept. It is or it is not. With regard to the judgement 

of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the Ljubić case (U 23/14), legitimacy 

is a legitimate concept that derives from the constitutionality stated in the Constitution of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. The Greater-Bosniak unitarians have already shown many times a tendency 

to rearrange election data and transfer voters to different electoral units in order to achieve the 
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maximum through electoral engineering, which means that they have abused democracy in its 

full scope. This has already been seen in various elections in BIH and in the last elections for 

the City of Mostar. 

 

13. “What would happen, for example, in Germany if the election rules were changed two 

months before the elections for the German Bundestag?” 

Here again, a wrong question is being deliberately repeated, illustrating another method of 

disinformation by replacing theses. Namely, the question is not about changing the electoral 

rules in Germany two months before the elections. The real question is whether Germany would 

allow the final decisions of the courts in connection with established electoral irregularities, or 

subsequently introduced electoral provisions, not to be implemented? Would Germany allow 

individual parties to deliberately obstruct the process of democratization of society and the state 

and deliberately ignore court decisions? The answer is simple: as in the case of any democratic 

state and society, such activity would not be allowed. Any such schemes would be interpreted 

the way they can and must be interpreted - as anti-democratic and hegemonic illegal actions 

under the slogan of creating a civil state. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The analysis published by IFIMES, as well as most of their previous analyses, contains a whole 

series of misinformation and logical and factual errors, which leads us to ask what are the real 

intentions of the authors and institution behind such articles. The text is neither objective, nor 

realistic, basically inaccurate, representing an unreliable source of data, and at the same time it 

is very confusing. Organizations that claim to be scientific and carrying out research sometimes 

forget the truth stated in the proverb historia est magistra vitae. The authors of this pamphlet, 

the so-called analysts, learned nothing from the bloody disintegration of Yugoslavia and the 

Serbian aggression on Slovenia, Croatia, BiH and later on Kosovo and Montenegro. The 

positions they advocate, the way they justify them, the narrative they insist upon, and finally 

the threats they pose remind us of everything we have already seen in the former Yugoslavia 

from the 80s onwards - from writing memorandums of SANU, insisting on the one man-one 

policy voice, denying the existence (and thus, the rights) of others and those who are different, 

the threats of conflicts and wars. This is the rhetoric that led to the bloody disintegration of 

Yugoslavia. This is contrary to the rhetoric used in the former Czechoslovak Republic. It is the 

rhetoric of intolerant, exclusive, undemocratic, unscientific, tendentious, totalitarian structures, 

organizations and persons. 

Just as intelligent and consistent scientists adhering to scientific principles proved that our solar 

system is not geocentric but heliocentric, so the Greater-Bosniak unitarians must ultimately 

understand that the interests of BIH and all its inhabitants (members of the three nations and 

minorities) must be placed at the centre of the integrative processes in BIH, and not only BIH 

Bosniaks. They must understand that three equal constitutive nations live and work in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, and with the minorities of which there are only a little more than 3%, together 
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they should build the future of Bosnia and Herzegovina for members of all nations and 

minorities. 

The civil society advocated by the Greater-Bosniak unitarians is not the civil society as is 

presumed and understood in Europe (which was created on the basis of nation states). Their 

view of civil society is anything but civil. It is ethnocentric, representing a combination of 

Greater-Bosniak nationalism, socialist statism, Yugoslav unitarism and (pan) Islamism12, 

neglecting and ignoring the existence of others and different ones. Exactly the kind of society 

that the Great Serbs wanted to get through the transformation of Yugoslavia into Greater Serbia. 

It is with such a policy that the Greater-Bosniaks, who oppose the democratization of society, 

show that they do not understand and do not want to accept the entire system of principles, 

values and beliefs on which the EU is based, where diversity is a property and characteristic 

that unites, not separates, where the future is built together, where challenges are solved through 

conversation and open communication and not through threats, violence, conflicts, murders and 

wars. Those people who call for violence in their statements should understand that in Europe 

it has been understood and accepted that people who use such a narrative in public appearances 

are not considered reliable or safe partners. And such persons are sanctioned. 

Their mutual constitutional and institutional equality and legitimacy necessarily follows from 

the constitution of the three peoples, because without legitimacy there is no democracy. And 

there is no cooperation on positive grounds either. The basic purpose of the electoral law is to 

ensure the legitimacy (constitutionality) and legality (lawfulness) of the elected political 

representatives, which the Greater-Bosniak hegemonic elements obviously do not want. 

Without agreement of the three constituent nations in BIH there is no better future for BIH. Any 

other imposition, especially violent imposition of a one-sided truth leads to serious conflicts. 

That is why we repeat: in the EU, talking and agreeing on challenges is considered necessary 

and the only way to resolve challenges. Without threats, coercion, intolerance and blackmail. 

At least those who live and work in the EU, using the benefits of its civility and order, but who 

still love to write pamphlets like these, have obviously not yet accepted the European value 

system and should be aware of it. 

Back in 2016, in one of the articles published in the National Security and the Future magazine 

on the topic of BIH, the reasons preventing the democratization of BIH were written in the 

conclusion. I quote them in full:13 

“The hypothesis of Bosnia and Herzegovina as an unfinished state and a divided 

society, without indications that a basic consensus of the representatives of the three 

nations on common values as the legitimate basis of the democratic political order 

could soon be reached, cannot be refuted by pointing to the ethno-nationalist 

 
12 Where individuals and groups should be added who are without a clear identity determination but with clear 

personal interests. 
13 https://nsf-journal.hr/online-issues/focus/id/1216 
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policies of the most important political parties, and the prevalence of such a 

situation to call for respect for the principles of citizenship, which is a key Bosniak 

argument in opposition to negotiations on the constitutional reform. Also, it is 

impossible to reach an acceptable solution even with the Serbian firm defence of 

entity parastatism. The Croats of Bosnia and Herzegovina are proving to be the 

biggest post-Dayton losers, because in the entity parliament they can hardly 

influence political decisions and they only have the principle of veto on decisions 

of vital national interest. In such an unequal position, the interpretation of the vital 

national interest usually takes place under conditions of constant tension. National 

and confessional divisions in BiH are historically rooted and should not be given a 

normativity character, but rather be accepted as a fact and only in mutual dialogue  

one can see whether it is decisive when it comes to the impossibility of establishing 

a political community as a key condition for the functioning of the political system.  

So, it is quite clear that there are currently three separate political communities in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as three different visions of the development of 

democracy, which cannot be successfully developed without a state system that will 

be acceptable to all constituent peoples. Furthermore, taking into account the 

potential danger of further disintegration, there are no scientific arguments that the 

concept of federalization would distance the multi-ethnic BiH from the 

establishment of a political community, but mostly in the public space, war is being 

used with entrenched metaphors and misinformation. Moreover, we are of the 

opinion that if there is a possibility of constitution of a legitimate political 

community, then federalization with strengthening of state institutions is the only 

way towards integration. Group identities cannot be suppressed or erased by civil 

individualistic determinations, which contemporary liberal theorists also agree on 

today. Questions of historical heritage and their interpretations are extremely 

important for one ethnic group, and the key question is whether in the near future 

all constituent peoples of BiH can reach an agreement on common values necessary 

for the establishment of a political community. Democracy is definitely not a 

questionable value, but it is certainly insufficient and it played its important 

symbolic role in the 90s when the autocratic one-party regime was collapsing. We 

do not believe that a consensus around the principle of ZAVNOBIH as an 

integration value is possible, just as there is no new unifying political myth on the 

horizon“.14 

The future of Bosnia and Herzegovina lies in a fully realized consociational democracy. No less 

and no more than that. We hope that there is still time for a democratic Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

 
14 Vedran Matošić: Bosna i Hercegovina – Nedovršena država, podijeljeno društvo, i nemogućnost konstituiranja 

političke zajednice, National Security and the Future, Vol 17, No 3, 2016, str. 7-30, https://nsf-journal.hr/online-

issues/focus/id/1216 
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a legal and prosperous state for all three peoples and minorities living in it. And that there is 

hope. 

An additional question that arises (after this one, as well as a series of other disinformation tests 

and analytical articles) is whether such interest organizations deserve to be part of international 

organizations whose goal is construction and not demolition, truth and not untruth, accuracy 

and completeness, and not inaccuracy and partiality. Such pamphlets show and prove the 

correctness of our intention to establish the HWRI/IIHS as a non-governmental, non-partisan, 

non-profit association of citizens dedicated to fighting misinformation which is trying to flood 

the Croatian and international public space. 

 

 

Zagreb, 26 July 2022 

 

Assist. Prof. Gordan Akrap, PhD 

Hybrid Warfare Research Institute  


